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REGULAR RELATION WITH RESPECT TO A 
HOMOMORPHISM

Jung Ok Yu and Young Chan Lee

Abstract. In this paper we define a regular relation with respect to 
a homomorphism in transformation groups and we find the equivalent 
conditions for the relation to be an equivalence relation.

1. Introduction
In topological dynamics the classification of minimal transformation 

groups is a central problem. In [2] J. Auslander introduced the regular 
minimal sets and obtained several characterizations of these notions. 
P. Shoenfeld [11] extended those concepts by consideration of homo
morphisms. Also, the regular relation, as the generalizations of the 
proximality in transformation groups, has been introduced in [12].

In this paper, we define a generalized regular relation with respect 
to a homomorphism as the extended notion of regular relation. This 
relation is obviously reflexive, symmetric and invariant, but is not tran
sitive or closed in general. Some equivalent conditions for this relation 
to be transitive will be given.

2. Preliminaries
Let (X, T, h) be a transformation group. Then X is called the phase 

space and T is called the phase group. If x E X^t e T, then we shall 
write xt instead of h(x, t), when there is no danger of ambiguity. Instead 
of (X, T, A), we shall write (X, T).
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Throughout this paper it will be assumed that the phase spaces of 
all transformation groups are compact Hausdorff spaces.

A closed nonempty subset 4 of X is called a minimal set if for every 
x e A the orbit xT is a dense subset of A, A point whose orbit closure 
is a minimal set is called an almost periodic point. If X is itself minimal, 
we say that it is a minimal transformation group or minimal set.

Definition 2.1. Let (X, T) and (Y, T) be transformation groups. 
A continuous map 冗 : (X, T) —> (K, T)(or simply, % : X —今 F) is said 
to be a homomorphism if ^{xt) = 7r(x)t (x £ X,t E T).

If Y is minimal, the homomorphism tv is always onto. Especially, if tt 
is onto, 7r is called an epimorphism. If a homomorphism tt is a homeo
morphism, 7F is called an isomorphism. A homomorphism ir from (X, T) 
onto itself (not necessarily onto) is called an endomorphism of (A\T), 
and an isomorphism 7r : (X, T) —> (X, T) is called an automorphism of 
(X, T). The set of automorphisms of (X,T) is denoted by A(X).

Let {(A},T)|i e 1} be a family of transformation groups with the 
same phase group T. The product transformation group QL?G,T) 
is defined by the condition that (^|z E I) E IL 사 and t e T imply 
(Xi\i 6 I)t =(Xit\i e /).

We define E(X), the enveloping semigroup of (X,T), to be the clo
sure of T in Xx providing Xx with its product topology. The minimal 
right ideal I is the nonempty subset of E(X) with IE(X) C /, which 
contains no proper non-empty subset of the same property.

Theorem 2.1. ([6]) Let tt : (X,T) -今 (】K,7] be an epimorphism. 
Then there exists a unique epimorphism 元 : (E(X),T) —> (E(Y),T) 
such that the diagram

E(X) —즈-今 E(y) 

이 F“

X —=今 Y
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commutes (x G X). Moreover^ tv is also a semigroup homomorphism.

Let u and v be two idempotents of E(X). We say that u and v are 
equivalent idempotents, writing u 〜 v if uv = u and vu = v. If u 〜 v 
and 이 〜 w, then uw = uvw = uv = u and wu = wvu = wv = w. Thus 
u 〜 w. Hence, the above relation is indeed an equivalence relation.

The compact Hausdorff space X carries a natural uniformity U[X] 
whose indices are all the neighborhoods of the diagonal in X x X.

Definition 2.2. Let (X, T) be a transformation group. Two points 
x and y of X are called proximal if for every index a G U[X] there 
exists an element t E T such that (xt, yt) G a. Two points, which are 
not proximal are called distal. The set of all proximal pairs of points is 
called the proximal relation and is denoted by P(X, T) or, simply P(X). 
(X, T) is said to be a proximal(resp. distal) transformation group if the 
proximal relation equals to X x X( resp. A(X), the diagonal of X).

Lemma 2.2. ([이) Let (X, T) be a transformation group, and x,y e 
X. Then the following statements are pairwise equivalent;

(1) (…) eP(x,T).
(2) There exists p E E(X) with xp=yp.
(3) There exists a minimal right ideal I in E(X) such that xq = 

yq {q 三 ')•

Theorem 2.3. ([이) Let (X, T) and (Y, T) be transformation gro
ups. Let 7r : (X, T) —今 (】K, T) be an epimorphism and let iv : X x X 
Y x Y be the map defined by rr2) =(7r(g：i),7「(:成)). Then the 
following statements hold:

(1) If P(X, T) is an equivalence relation, so is F(F, T).
(2) 元P(X,T) C F(K,T).
(3) If (Y, T) is pointwise almost periodic, then 7rP(X, T) = P(Y, T).

A minimal transformation group is said to be regular minimal if it 
is isomorphic to a minimal right ideal in the enveloping semigroup.
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J. Auslander [2] proved that a minimal transformation group (X,T) 
is regular minimal if and only if (x,y) e X x X implies there is an 
endomorphism 0 of (X, T) such thatand y are proximal. In reg
ular minimal transformation groups, every endomorphism is in fact an 
automorphism [2].

Definition 2.3. ([12]) Let (X, T) be a transformation group and 
x,y E X. Then x and y are regular if there exists a 0 in A(X) such 
that , y) e P(X, T). The set of all regular pairs in X is called the 
regular relation and is denoted by R(X,T) or, simply R(X).

Note that a minimal transformation group (X, T) is regular minimal 
if and only if R(X, T)= X 乂 X.

3. Regular relation with respect to a homomorphism

In this section, we define generalized regular relations in transfor
mation groups.

Definition 3.1. Let (X, T) and (F, T) be transformation groups 
and let 7r : (X,T) —> (K,T) be a homomorphism. Two points Xi 
and X2 are said to be regular with respect to it if tt(j；i) and 7r(G)are 
regular in K, i.e.,(7「(:z：i), 7「(:內)) G 2?(Y, T). The set of all regular pair 
with respect to tt is called the regular relation with respect to 7「and is 
denoted by R冗(X,T), or more briefly R冗 (X), that is,

R,(X,T) = {(何，物) G X x %|(7「(位),7「(物)) G /?(y,T)}

= {(◎物) GX xx|(07「(꺼),7T(物)) GP(y,:r) 

for some 0 E A(K)}

For a fixed 0 G A(y), we let

「JR이X,T) =

for a fixed 0 E A(y)}
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and the set of all R우(X,T) is denoted by G冗(X,T), i.e.,

G】(X,T) = {깨 |0eA(V)}.

Similarly, we also define the proximal relation with respect to 7「as 
follows ;

P『(X,T) = {(伍,物) e X x X|(7「(:#7「(物)) e F(y,T)}.

We also denote P冗(X,T) as simply. Clearly P冗(X) c Rn(X).

Remark 3.1. If we take X = Y and 7r = 1% the identity map of 
X, then Fl^X/T) coincides with R(X,T).

Theorem 3.1. Let (X,T) and (F, T) be transformation groups and 
let 7「: (X, T) —斗 (Y, T) be a homomorphism. Then the followings hold:

(1) Rtt(X) is a reflexive, symmetric and invariant relation.
(2) If E(Y) contains just one minimal right ideal, then R冗(X) is an 

equivalence relation.

Proof. (1) Obvious.
(2) By (1), we only show that 7?冗(』¥) is transitive. Let I be the 

only minimal right ideal in 乃(K), and let (j:, y) e R^X) and (y, z) G 
R冗(X). Then (h7r(x),7r(y)) e P(F) and (A；7r(7/), tt(z)) e F(Y) for some 
automorphisms h and k of Y, Since E(Y) contains just one minimal 
right ideal 7,

九7「(:r)p = n(y)p and k7t(y)p = 7「(之)以

for all pel. It follows that

kh7r(x)p = km(y)p = 7v(z)p

for all p G I, Since kh 6』4(K), we have(7「(:r),7r(；z)) e /?(y). Therefore

A minimal transformation group (M, T) is said to be universal if 
every minimal transformation group with phase group T is a homo
morphic image of (M,T). That is, if (X,T) is minimal, there is a 
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continuous map % : (M, T) —> (X,T) such that 7r(xt) = 7r(:r)t, for 
x e X and t eT. For any group T, a universal minimal set exists and 
is unique up to isomorphism. This was proved in [2] and [8].

Remark 3.2. Let (M, T) be a universal minimal transformation 
group and let % : (M, T) —> (X,T) be a homomorphism. If X is 
minimal, then for a given 砂 e A(X), there exists a 0 G A(M) such 
that 7「0> = 砂7「. Indeed, let x E X. Then qp(x),x) is an almost periodic 
point of (X x X,T). There exists an almost periodic point (mi, m2) of 
(M x M, T) such that

元 (mi, m2) =(7r(mi),7r(m2)) = (砂(紀),⑦).

Define(/>: M -今 M by(》(m2)= mi. Then

7T0(m2)= 7T(mi) = 재 (x) = 씨7「(7八2).

This shows that ==• <m.

Remark 3.3. Let (M, T) be a universal minimal transformation 
group, and let n : (M, T) —> (X, T) be a homomorphism. If X is regu
lar minimal, then for a given 0 e A(M), there exists a 砂 e 刀(入) such 
that 7「0 = 씨7「. In fact, let x E X. Then 7「(m) = x for some m E M. 
Since (x,t川)(m)) is an almost periodic point of (X x X,T) and X is 
regular minimal, there exists a 씨 G A(X) such that 지(x) = 7r0(m). 
Therefore 씨7「(m) = 7r0(m). This shows that = 7T0>.

Remark 3.2 and Remark 3.3 lead us to define the following homo
morphisms.

Definition 3.2. Let (X, T) and (V, T) be two transformation gro
ups. Then an epimorphism % : (X,T) (Y, T) is called a l-homomor-
phism (resp. r-homomorphism) if for a given 씨 G A(y)(resp. (j> E 
A(X)), there exists a 0 G』4(?Q(resp. 砂 € 4(F)) such that = #7.
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Theorem 3.2. Let % : (X,T) —今 (Y, T) be a l-homomorphism with 
(y, T) minimal and let the proximal relation with respect to 7r, 리乂, T), 
be an equivalence relation. If 0 7스0 in A(Y), then R$ Q R$ = 0.

Proof. Assume R우DR쑤 羊 0. There exists (:r, y) such that (x, y) e 
and (gc,y) e that is,

(</>7「(冗),7?0/)) e p(y), (씨冗⑦),%)) e p(y).

Since % is a Z-homomorphism, there exist(/)' and 硏 in A{X) such that

(1) (jm = 7T0' and = 7T0'.

Therefore, we have

(7「0'Or),7T(?/)) e P(y),(7H//(:r),7rO/)) 6 P(y).

From Definition 3.1, we obtain

((//(x),y) e P八X), ⑷'(x),y) e P八X).
' - 丄 - • ■ 스 스 - • 으 으 : " . 「/• . 스 . / :
Since is an equivalence relation, we get

(2) (0'(zM/(z))e=x).

From (1) and (2), we have

(7「0'(:r),7r#'(:z:)) e P(K) and ((l)iv(x'),<m(x)) e P(F).

Put tt(x) = z. Then ((/)(z)라(z)) G P(Y). There exists a minimal right 
ideal I of E(Y) such that

0(之)p = 자(z)p (pel).

This implies

♦(24)) = 자느 PV

Since (F, T) is minimal, we obtain 0 = 砂. This contradicts the fact 
that 0 쿠 砂 in A(F). □
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Remark 3.4. If is an equivalence relation, then the fol
lowings are verified easily.

(1) (J끼)-1 = 1 for(/> in ?l(y).
(2) o P& = 己。= R$ for </〉in A(Y).

Theorem 3.3. Let tt : (X,T) —> (K, T) be an epimorphism, and let 
tt:XxX-^YxY be the map induced by tt. Then (1) implies (2):

(1) P(Y,T) is closed.
(2) R$(X, T) is closed for all 砂 in A(Y).

Moreover, ifivisa l-homomorphism and Y is pointwise almost periodic, 
then (1),(2) and (3) are all equivalent.

(3) R우(X, T) is closed for some 0 in A(Y).

Proof. First of all, we will prove that (1) implies (2). Let 砂 G A(y), 
and let ((xn,yn)) be a net in R$(X) such that (xn,yn) converges to 
(:r,?/). Then 可冗 (yn)) € F(F) for all n, and (?》7r(G),7「(?/n)) 
converges to (砂7「(:r), %(?/)). Since P(K) is closed, (끼冗(:r), 7r(y)) G P(y), 
that is, (x,y) 6 This shows that R^(X) is closed.

Next, assume that tt is a Z-homomorphism and Y is pointwise almost 
periodic. It is obvious that (2) implies (3).

Finally, we show that (3) implies (1). Let 0 €』4(y). Let ((yn, 必)) be 
a net in P(y)such that (%, 必) converges to (y, yf). Since Y is pointwise 
almost periodic, 7rP(X) = P(y), by Theorem 2.3(3). Therefore, there 
exists a net ((⑦n, 찌J) in P(X) such that

(7『(：血),7「(心)) = (%0

for all n. By the assumption, for given 0 € A(y), there exists a G 
A(X) such that 07r = 7r砂. Since ((xn,^)) G P(X) for all n, and

(3) (07T(씨-1(G)),7「(：r'n)) =(7「砂(끼-1(G)),7「(:Z：'n))

(4) , = Mg),7T(⑦'n))

(5) = (yn,y'n) e P(Y),
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it follows that

⑦-乂짜), 八JG 邵(X)

for all n, and rr'n) converges to (지—1 (x),x'). Since B$\X) is
closed, 三 R《(X). That is,

(6) (0m/厂地),%(:z/)) =(7rW-1(:r),7「(:r'))

(7) =(7F(으),7F(O) € F(y).

From (5) and (7), it follows that (c/m('山-1 (xn)), 7「(:이)) = (yn, Vn) conver
ges to (07r#厂乂⑦),^(:r')) =(7「(:r),7「(多')) = (y,y'). Therefore, we obtain 
(y,yf) 6 P(y)and hence P(Y) is 시osed. □

Theorem 3.4. Let tv : (X,T) —> (y,T) be a l-homomorphism. 
Then the followings hold:

(1) P冗(X) is an equivalence relation if and only if R$ o R$ =」꾸쓰 for 
all^,(/>inA(Y).

(2) R^X) is an equivalence relation if and if for 砂, 0 in A(Y), there 
exists a 0 in A(Y) such that R$ o R$ C B브.

Proof. (1) Let (X) be an equivalence relation, and let (⑦, 之) E 
R$ o R우. Then (:r, y) € R$ and (y, 之) e R$ for some y e X, and

(8) (07r(:r),7「(?/)) e P(y)and (砂7「(切,7「(之))€ P(K).

Since % is a Z-homomorphism, for given 0 and 씨 in A(F), we have

(9) <》7F = 7T0' and #7 = 7T0' ‘

for some q!>' and 砂' in A(X). From (8) and (9), it follows that

(7r(/)f(x),7r(y)) e P(y)and(7「硏0/),7「(之))€ P(K),

and hence,

(0'(:功川) G P^X) and(Wj),z) e 己(X).
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Also, (0'(/>'(久), 砂'(이)) e 乃r(X). Since P冗(X) is an equivalence relation, 

述(I八 x),z)eP『(x).

Therefore,

= (少必⑯，冗(z)) = (砂(/>7「(:r),7r(；z)) e P(K).

So, we obtain (:r, 之) € 7?普. This show that 7?$ o 7?우 C B殺.

Next, let (:r, z) € Then

XW冗(⑦),0) = (Vm#(紀)，冗⑵) € 乃0句

for some(/)' in A(X). Put y = (/八x). Then (히, z) e』앉’ and

(07T(:r),7r(?/)) = (07「(:r),7rq!>'(:z:)) = (q!>7「(:r), 07「(:r)) e P(V).

It follows that, (x,y) e and (?/, z) e implies (a;, z) e o J?g, 
and therefore B殺 C R$ o B$.

Conversely, suppose that 7괁’ o 7?$ = 7괂아 for all 砂,0 in A(Y). We 
show that is transitive. Let (x,y) e P冗(X) and {y, z) € P^X). 
Then (x,y) e R쑤 and (y,z) G R：y imply (⑬之) G J마y o J근］ =2과三 

which shows that (⑦, 之) G Pt人X).
(2) Suppose that R^(X) is an equivalence relation. Let (x, z) E
o R우. There exists a y G X such that (x,y) e R우 G 凡(入) and 

(y,z) E C R^{X). Since R^(X) is an equivalence relation, (x, z) € 
RJ乂X) and hence ⑵八⑦), 7「⑵) G F(V) for some 0 in 4(V), which 
shows that (:r, 之) G

Conversely, let (x, y) G 人X) and (y, z) € 2?冗(天). Then (rr, y) e R우 

and (y, z) e」R$ for some(/> and <)in A(K). Therefore (x, z) € R$oR우 c
C Rn(X) for some 0 in A(Y). This shows that R冗(X) is transitive.

□

From Theorem 3.4 and Remark 3.4, we have the following theorem.
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Theorem 3.5. If F：(X,T) is transitive^ then G冗(X,T) is a group 
under the composition.

Theorem 3.6. Let % : (X,T) ―今 (K, T) be an epimorphism. The 
followings are mutually equivalent:

(1) 丄X,T) is an equivalence relation.
(2) Let u2 = u e E(Y). Then (%(:7「(이)以) e P(Y) for all (x,y) e 

휴 w.
(3) Let x 6 X and let u1? * be any equivalent idempotents of E(Y).

Then (%(:r)以 1,7「(:功地) 仁 P(Y).

Proof. (1) implies (2): Let (x,y) e P^(X) and u2 = u e
There exists an idempotent v! € E(X) such that 元(u') = u. Since the 
pairs (7T(⑦),7T(?/)), (7T(⑦),7F(rr)n) = (7「(⑦),7r(⑦?z')), and (%(?/),7r(y)以) = 

(7i•(이),7r(m')) are all in F(V), (:r,으사'), and (y,yur) are all in
P“). ‘

Since P冗 (X) is an equivalence relation, we obtain

(xu'.yu1) e P슈X),

and therefore

(7T(W'), 7T(W')) =(7T(:Z：)元(以'), 冗⑵)元(以'))

= (7「(:r)以,7「(아)以) e P(y).

(2) implies (3): Let x e X and let Ui and 以2 be any equivalent 
idempotents of 日 (y). Then

(7T(：r)以1,7「(冗)) 6 F(y)

for every x e X and ul = e
Therefore (2) implies

(%(:r)以W2,7T(구)以2) =(7r(^)iii,7r(rr)iZ2)石 P(V).

(3) implies (1): It is sufficient to show that 7匕•(』¥) is transitive. Let 
(x,y) e P^X) and (y,z) G W、X). There exist minimal right ideals I 
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and I'in 乃(y) such that

(10) 7「(:r)p = iv(y)p and 7r(?/)g = 7「(2：)q

for all p G I and q 6 I'.
Let ui and iz2 be any equivalent idempotents in I and respectively. 
Then from (10),

tv(x)ui = 7r(y)?zi and vrQ/)% = 7「(之)以2.
" I '• 7 - - -; • '■ ■ 丄 / ' ■ -' - ' ' 즈 ■ I . . ■' - - ' -

By the hypothesis,(7r(y)ui,7r(y)u2)E P(K). Since

(冗⑵)以1,冗(以)以2)= (汗⑵)以 1 以2,冗(以)어)

구 (冗⑴汝丄, 7r(y)u2)u2,

(冗⑴北己汗⑵)以2) is an almost periodic point of (V x Y,T), and hence 
7r(y)ui = 冗⑵)%. Similarly, we obtain 7r(z)ui = vr(之)tz2.

Therefore

7r(:r)M = 冗(y)ui = 7T(y)u2 = tt(z)u2 = 7「(之)以 i,

which shows that

(7T(^),7T(2；)) € F(y),

and hence

(⑦，之) e Pr(x).

This completes the proof. □
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